The PoliTics of PersPecTivalism: AnekĀntAvĀdA as a counTer-anThroPologising sTraTegy
the study of indian religious traditions in ways which consciously seek to interrogate the subterranean biases at work in academic religious studies as well as to begin a strategy of counteranthropologisation of western hegemonic discourse from various south asian perspectives. This is not merely to 'turn the tables' on the western history of religions, applying the same errors onto different subjects, but rather to begin to ask different kinds of questions from quite different perspectives.5 While nussbaum and sen, for instance, propose a revaluation of human rights which focus on those at the margins allied to a duty of care, and Billimoria argues for a mīmāṃsā notion of adhikāra-patra to effect a similar criticism, i wish to propose that the Jaina doctrine of anekāntavāda (no one view) can be used as part of just such a counteranthropologising strategy in epistemology. along with the deployment of other 'contra-' social theories from indian standpoints which together may form a more robust hermeneutics of suspicion, using such a strategy clears away the categories obfuscating our understanding of the religions of south asia. far from speaking 'for the subaltern' from western academic contexts, using destabilising concepts such as anekāntavāda helps to dissolve the categories which inhibit us from re-imagining south asian religions in authentic or new ways. We will never escape, i suggest, our orientalist standpoints in the absence of such acidic methods, hence my paper might be understood as a call for and possibly a first stab at a prolegomenon to future re-imaginative efforts concerning south asian religions. my argument will develop in two movements. firstly i will briefly develop the notion of counteranthropology through a recapitulation of the orientalist critique and its most common rejoinders and developments. i shall show that counteranthropology is not a mere reversal of fortune on behalf of the subjugated indian but rather a more thorough-going epistemological project equally applicable to both typically western and eastern modes of analysis. moreover i will argue that such a strategy itself relies on the pluralistic commitments found in the anekāntavāda doctrine. The second movement will then be to develop and explicate anekāntavāda to show how it can be used as a hermeneutic of suspicion of typically western standpoints and the epistemological and political commitments with which they are imbricated. This will pave the way for the future work of re-imagining south asian religions.
